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Despite the rainy start on
Saturday, almost 

1 000 swimmers took part
in another highly

successful Bridge House
Mile event in the pristine
water of the Berg River

Dam. Hundreds of
spectators lined the
banks to support the

swimmers. 

The 
Bridge House

Mile

17 March 2023

Congratulations to all the swimmers who braved the cold and rain. Two Bridge House students
came in the top three in their races:  Konstantin Kim (Grade 11) came 2nd in the Rob Armstrong
Memorial 3km race and Mila Nienaber (Grade 6) came 3rd in the 400m race. Congratulations!

Thank you to: our sponsor, Old Mutual Wealth; the event organiser, Michelle Harley; the Bridge House
Staff; the vendors and the safety teams, Big Bay Events and Hemisphere Emergency Preparation
Consulting, for making this yet another successful Bridge House Mile event. 

https://www.facebook.com/BigBayEvents?__cft__[0]=AZWBWXLruaZ1XpieZ7po1-tzL3u8GdM4daq5VwHHD4Lez_MS2AwNeJ1zIJVi66AAFR7-tN0p_CEOf5UAs3zV63K3zLq8dGeaGSeSGvVMit-USayAE_bWPJrrLBs-t5o8j0BYRsx8Wik5oaKVWNeW3Fh_H37Q-WKGOIm6pSJKrpmXgwrlRwrB2ZRW4PaFmzKCxZs&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/Hemispherefire?__cft__[0]=AZWBWXLruaZ1XpieZ7po1-tzL3u8GdM4daq5VwHHD4Lez_MS2AwNeJ1zIJVi66AAFR7-tN0p_CEOf5UAs3zV63K3zLq8dGeaGSeSGvVMit-USayAE_bWPJrrLBs-t5o8j0BYRsx8Wik5oaKVWNeW3Fh_H37Q-WKGOIm6pSJKrpmXgwrlRwrB2ZRW4PaFmzKCxZs&__tn__=-]K-R


For more photographs from The Mile have a
look at the School's Facebook page

https://www.facebook.com/BridgeHouseSchl 
 

Additional photos will be uploaded to the
Bridge House Mile Facebook page shortly:

https://www.facebook.com/thebridgehousem
ile



If one just takes a look at our current reality, stress and anxiety are prevalent in all
areas of today’s society. Parents (and that includes teachers) are experiencing
mounting pressures from finances and work. Added to this, our access to
information through digital platforms bombards us with further pressures in
terms of global issues. 

When stress mounts, parents unknowingly can transfer this pressure onto their
children. It may present as frustration, or in some instances the setting of
extreme limits onto our children, either in the form of how they present
themselves, how they interact in their environment, or even demands on their
performance. Some parents may even withdraw altogether and not be available
to their children for comfort and emotional support.  Without parental support,
children act out or do poorly in school, and this can create a more long-term
impact into their teenage years and even adulthood.

We need to be aware that children model us, and that includes behaviours
related to how they manage stress. Parents or adults who deal with stress in
unhealthy ways, risk passing those behaviours on to their children. There is a
wealth of research that indicates that stress and anxiety have a negative impact
on one's ability to think rationally.

When we are calm and peaceful the filter [amygdala: an information filter regulated by our
emotional state] is wide open and information flows to the prefrontal cortex, where the
brain's so-called executive functions take place. On the other hand when we are feeling
negative and stressed out, these executive functions, which provide cognitive control, are
inhibited. Indeed information stays in the amygdala; it doesn't flow into the prefrontal
cortex for executive processing. 

Barrow’s Barrow
Stressing that we take our parenting role
seriously! 



Instead it's processed right on the spot as fight, flight or freeze. In this way, fear and
anxiety effectively shut down higher-order thinking.

The MindUp Curriculum. [brain-focused Strategies for Learning-and Living]. New York,
NY: Scholastic, 2011.

It is therefore important as parents and
educators that we explore healthier
ways to cope with stress, which in turn
will promote and model positive habits
and skills to deal with such situations.

The American Psychological Association
offers these five tips to get you and your
family started down a healthy path: 

The American Psychological Association offers these five tips to get you and your
family started down a healthy path: 

● Evaluate your lifestyle - Review what you are currently doing and decide what
needs to change to develop healthier habits to help deal with stress.
●  Talk about it - Talking to your children and promoting open communication
and problem solving is just as important as eating well and getting enough
exercise and sleep.
●  Create a healthy environment - Review your environment and together with
your children make changes to make it more relaxing and clear of clutter.
● Focus on yourself - To be an effective parent you need to make sure you are
looking after yourself and making healthy choices for yourself.
●  Change one habit at a time - Changing behaviour usually takes time. By
starting with one habit, you are more likely to experience success, which can then
encourage you and your family to tackle additional healthy changes.
Should you wish to read more on this topic please click on this link.

https://www.apa.org/topics/stress/managing-healthy-
family#:~:text=Parents%20who%20deal%20with%20stress,habits%20and%20skills%

20in%20children.

Marc Barrow
Head of Prep



Bridge House Has Talent
Bridge House Has Talent - what fun! The annual
College talent show, by the students for the students,
was back with a bang this year with a real party
atmosphere and enthusiastic support for the
performers. The compères, Nic Yolland and Joey
Baylet, were brilliant; the comments by the judges, Mr
Heinen, Ms Van Lieshout, Mrs Hennes and Mr Pellow-
Jarman were both fair and funny; and there was a
mixture of top quality and "participative" performances.
The Amazing Bridge House Staff Band and their coolest
maraca player ever were on as the finale. Thank you to
Ms Greener and the SLC and all the participants for a
wonderful show. 

The top three, voted for by the audience, were:
1st:  Kate and Emma Adshade, Hlumani Ciko
2nd:  Precious Klaasen, Esona Mhlauli, Onako
Swaartbooi
3rd:  Nevé Matthee



Over 50s World Cup Cricket
India and Pakistan had the most beautiful day and the most beautiful backdrop for their
match at Bridge House in the World Cup Over 50s tournament. There was lots of
excitement from our young cricketers who collected autographs and enjoyed meeting
the players. Charl de Wet (Bridge House U13 Cricket Captain)had the honour of tossing
for the captains and Sarah Dippnall, Noah Taylor, Maxwell Lorentz and Sadie Harris were
the flag bearers for the teams, who sang their national anthems before the game began.
Pakistan won the match. These matches are being played all over the Western Cape
with the finals at Newlands cricket ground. Thank you to our grounds staff for the
preparation of a perfect pitch and field.  



BEE-ING ourselves has been the theme in Grade 3 this term. Buzzing into a beehive for the
past few weeks, we have explored all there is to know about bees. We ended our theme
with a fantastic visit from bee keeper, Myles Agar. He entertained the children by bringing
some props and of course some delicious honey to taste. A wonderful morning of
learning.

 

All about bees



Just look what beautiful symmetrical butterflies the Grade 1s made!

 

And the butterflies ...



Mathletics World Maths Day Results
Our Grade 3 - 7 pupils are fortunate to all have access to the Mathletics online portal which
is used to reinforce concepts taught in class, and provides an endless resource of additional
Maths exposure. On Wednesday, our Grades 3, 5, 6 and 7 pupils took part in the World Maths
Day online challenge. The challenge saw each of our pupils take on players from across the
world in 20x 1-minute live Maths games focused on mental maths and quick-thinking drills.
Below are some Bridge House results from the day:

Inter-schools Collaborative Maths
Challenge
On Tuesday, ten of our Grade 6 and 7 mathematicians attended the Inter-
school’s Collaborative Maths Challenge hosted by Somerset House Prep.
Pupils were split into mixed groups with their peers from Somerset House,
Somerset College and Applewood Prep. They were put through various
maths challenges which saw them integratinging "pen and paper" maths
with Artificial Intelligence and some coding. Well done to the Bridge House
delegates who represented our school with pride and confidence. We look
forward to hosting this event next year. 



Prep Lost Property
There are a lot of items in the Prep Lost
Property. Any items unclaimed by the end of
this term will be given to the second-hand
Uniform Shop.

End of Term
The school breaks up for the holidays next Friday 24 March - Prep at 11h45 and College
at 12h00.

Long Weekend
Remember that the school is closed this Monday 20 March (Bridge House holiday)
and Tuesday 21 March (Human Rights Day public holiday). 

Grade 9 Ringing In
Traditionally, the Grade 9s are rung in after their Outward Bound Camp. This ringing in
ceremony will take place at 11h30 on Friday 24 March, when the Grade returns from their
camp. Parents are welcome to join in the line-up at the Bell Tower. 

Reports 
Reports will be emailed to parents at the end of the school day on Friday 24 March.

Term 2 Calendar
The Term 2 Calendar of Events will be sent out on D6 and email at the end of term. 



Creative Writing - a Blog by Lulama Mayise (Grade 11) - continued
 

WHY CAPE TOWN IS MORE THAN MOUNTAINS,
MANDELA AND MIMOSAS 

Welcome to the Mother City. 

“Fighting for our rights and stuff”
Political differences have been heavily present in nations since the beginning of time. On 11 February 1990,

Former president Nelson Mandela gave a speech on the balcony of the Cape town city hall for the first time
since he was released from prison. This was a monumental moment and so as any good South African did,

we erected a statue to depict it. As his statue stands, it directly faces the statue of King Edward VII. King
Edward is known as one of the people who played a large role in the Modernisation of the British Home Fleet
but he is also held largely responsible for the enabling of colonisation and slavery within the Western Cape.
Making these two figures, who stand for completely different things and ideals, face one another represents
an ideological rivalry as well as difference in political stance. This also represents the winner. The fact is that
after every trial and tribulation, every stubborn “kitskonstable”, democracy has won. Democracy had over 40

000 people gathered listening to a black man present solutions about a problem that has plagued nations for
100s of years. Democracy led us into our first democratic elections and democracy created our

interconnected nation, our reborn South Africa. 
 

“Lord, to whom shall we go” said Peter. - John 6:88 
Parliament is defined as a formal conference for the discussion of public

affairs. Parliament plays a direct and active role in national affairs. It is the
place where the members of Parliament look after your interests. On the

2nd of January 2022, the Parliament building in Cape Town was set alight
and left burning for at least 3 days. Ever since the incident, Parliament has

been heavily barricaded by wires, fencing and security. Although this is
for the protection and preservation of the building itself, this can be seen

as symbolic. Due to the fact that parliament is so heavily cut off from
reality we, as the citizens, have less access to it. In a nutshell, a space that
is meant and intended to protect us, is now being protected from us. And
so it leaves one question, who are we to turn to in times of need because
the needs of our people are being pushed aside as we work to preserve a

building over the livelihoods of South Africa's people. 



The backs on whom this country was built 
In the poem “Somehow we survive'' by Dennis Brutus, the conversation surrounding survival during

enslavement is the topic of discussion. Not just survival of the human body, but of the spirit as well. Dennis
Brutus says, “But somehow we survive severance, deprivation, loss”. This slave house hosted over 9000 slaves

at a time which shows that it was at full capacity. Although slavery as a concept has been abolished,
modern day slavery still exists, still burdening melanated people as it has done generationally. Nowadays,

slavery isn't defined by having 8999 other housemates in the same Slave Lodge as you, being underfed and
overworked. Nowadays, slavery looks like 9-5 shifts, it looks like an incompetent social grant system and an

uncaring government. People continue to suffer, our people continue to suffer, the backs on whom this
country was built. 

“It feels like Summer” - Childish Gambino 
Childish Gambino is a very successful rapper and songwriter who addresses social, political and even

environmental issues within his work. He is the dubbed master of “woke” music and has produced hundreds
of gems along the way. One of the gems being “Feels Like Summer” released in 2018. Depicted above is my

favourite picture from the outing because it represents colour. Colour is what brings vision to life, what brings
history back into current time and what is responsible for creating what “is”. We were led by the coolest tour
guide into my favourite walkway surrounded by the famous big 5, fruit stands that Borys took advantage of

and beautiful scenery that encapsulates what Cape Town could be and what it is to be. 

“We are fixing the country” - EFF supporters, March 2022. 
South Africa is a country that is plagued with history that a lot of people would rather forget. The word

“forgetting” is officially described as the act of “desperately ceasing to think of. Forgetting is the easier way to
go about trauma because “death” of memories “is better than bondage”. This was a quote mentioned in
Black Panther released in 2018, a movie that recreates the idea of the excellence of African countries had
they not encountered strife. In March 2022, the statue of Louis Botha was vandalised by three members of

the EFF. The EFF is a radical political party that focuses more on actions than promise. They have the ability to
make changes, both good and bad.  Behind the vandalisers intentions was the deep desire to “forget” what

has happened in the past. Although vandalism doesn’t account for past political mistakes, this just highlights
the South African’s deep desire for change. 

“Who are we without Him”
Those who are religious understand the deep role that Jesus Christ plays in the creation of the world as we
know it. Woven and drawn into the walls on Cape Town’s walls is architecture that depicts the beginning of

mankind to the state in which we are placed. “Who are we without Him”, is a prominent question in the
Church and although answers vary, in my opinion, without Him we are without structure. 

Lulama Mayisa (Grade 11)





Sports Results 

Friday 10 March - Water
Polo Boys vs Herzlia 
U15 Boys lost 10 - 3
U19 Boys lost 9 - 3

Exciting news for all water
polo players 
The PPL - Polo Premiere League is being
brought to our very shores here in Cape
Town. Polo Premier League invites all
Water Polo players (Beginners -
Advanced) to join in the fun and get
ready for the 23/24 season in
September. Polo Premier League aims to
get players to enjoy more Water Polo
with excellent coaches and high quality
matches. For more information scan the
QR code on the flier below.

 



Kickboxing 
Imre Leitner competed in the "VIBRANT Summer Cup" in Cape Town in the U18 78kg-81kg
full contact  K-1 division. He won his fight by unanimous decision and therefore won the U18  
division, being the best in the junior (younger than 18) category. Well done!

Cape Town Cycle Tour
Well done to Lucca Pampe on his ride in the 109km Cape Town Cycle Tour. When he was
coming down Chapmans peak he was at the front of his group but went through a corner
too fast and lost control, crashing at about 60km/h and costing him approximately 10
minutes. Despite this, his total time for the 109 km was an excellent 2:57:14.

Well done to Mr Van Deemter, Mr Pellow-Jarman and Ms Paley who all rode the race with
very good times. 



COLLEGE SPORT PROGRAMME TERM 2 2023
This programme commenced on 

Monday 13 March 2023
 
 



Chess
Congratulations to Cree Willis and Colby Beswick on their
selection to the Cape Winelands Chess team. After a final round
of trials this past weekend, Cree ended up 1st in the Girls U9
category, and Colby claimed 2nd spot in the boys division. 
Both talented youngsters will now travel to Mossel Bay for the
Western Cape Champs.

Swimming
On Monday 13 March, we held the Grade 1 and 2 gala. Well done to each and every swimmer
who took part in this event. We would like to thank our coaches for the time and effort they
have put into preparing our swimmers. Jumping into the deep end of the pool takes a lot of
courage! Special thanks to the teachers who supported some of our not-so-confident
swimmers in the pool. Record breakers were: Thomas Rowett for the Grade 1 25m
Kickerboard race and Kayden Swanepoel for the 25m Noodle Backstroke. Well done!





Soccer
Our soccer season started with a bang with over one hundred players out on the field. You
can literally feel the excitement amongst the players for the 2023 soccer season. 



Cricket
Congratulations to the following cricketers, who will be playing in a Cape Winelands cricket day in
Stellenbosch on Tuesday, 21 March. These players were selected to be part of the Stellenbosch
Regional Team in the tournament, and will take on teams from the other regions. Well done on your
achievement.

Charl de Wet, Noah Taylor, Reuben Grobbler
Jo du Plessi, Reid Cornish, Aiden Jansen van Rensburg

Make us proud !

Upcoming events:
 

Friday & Saturday, 17 & 18 March
Kidz Tennis Tournament @ Bridge House

Wednesday, 22 March
U8 - U13 Hockey Practice @ Bridge House

Thursday, 23 March
U8 - U13 Soccer Practice @ Bridge House

 
 
 

Reminder: 
Water bottles, Hats/Caps, Shin Pads, Mouthguards and the correct sport shoes for hockey/

Soccer/Netball, are essential for the winter sport programme.
Please check the fixture list on D6 for the Term 2 Sport Fixtures

Winter Sport
Our hockey, netball and soccer seasons got off to a good start this past week, with hundreds of
players out on the courts, astro and playing fields. Our coaches are well-prepared and ready to
guide the players in developing the necessary skills and discipline, looking to bring the very best out
of each of them. We are looking forward to a very exciting season ahead, with fixtures in place
against both local schools and those from the wider Cape region. 
 
A reminder to all players to be prepared for their session by having the correct equipment. Dress
SMART, play SMART!




















